
Introduction 

 

Story of O1 is one of the most important explicitly sadomasochistic2 novels 

written by a woman in the twentieth century.  It is generally regarded as a classic of 

erotic3 novels.  Just as Margaret Hohmann indicates, “Story of O’s publication in 

1954 no doubt encouraged the release of sexually explicit work”4, and “female 

masochistic novels have proliferated since Story of O” (390, Dissertation Abstract).5  

Story of O also has won its fame as a forerunner depicting s/m between women 

though very few criticisms of Story of O deal with this topic.  In part three of Story of 

O, O is sent to a place called Samois, which is inhabited entirely by women and ruled 

by a dominatrix called Anne-Marie.  The name of the place—“Samois” is later 

borrowed as the name of the first organized group of lesbian sadomasochists in the 

United States, whose members later become the authors of the canonized lesbian s/m 

anthology—Coming to Power: Writings and Graphics on Lesbian S/M (1981).  As 

Hohmann points out, “the original Story of O often appears (both on- and off-stage) in 

                                                 
1 All citations from Story of O are taken from the Grove Press edition (New York, 1965).  The novel 
was originally published in Paris, France, Chez Jean-Jacques Pauvert in 1954 as Histoire d'O. 
2 The latest term substituting sadomasochism is BDSM, which means Bondage/Discipline, 
Dominance/ Submission, and Sadism/Masochism.  
3 In my thesis, the definitions of and differences between erotica and pornography is not my concern.  
For further discussions, please refer to Gloria Steinem’s 1977 article, “Erotica vs. Pornography,” and 
Audre Lorde’s “The Use of the Erotics: The Erotic as power”.  To me, Story of O is an erotica with 
refined artistic value, and also a great piece of pornography at the same time. 
4 As Hohmann points out, “In terms of pornography, Réage was not the first woman to publish daring 
work during the sixties: …Anna Winter (Flesh and Blood) and Harriet Daimler [Iris Owens] (Daring) 
had already published sexually explicit novels with Olympia Press in Paris before O….  [However,] 
Story of O’s translation and publication in 1954 no doubt encouraged the release of sexually explicit 
work by Jean de Berg [Catherine Robbe-Grillet] (L’Image, 1955), Louise Walbrook (Gordon, 1966), 
Jane Gallion (Biker, Stoned, 1969), Mary Sativa (Acid Temple Ball), Diane de Prima (Memoirs of a 
Beatnik, 1969), Merril Harris (Dirty Alice, 1970), Deneen Peckinpah (Ceremonies of Love, 1970), Uta 
West (The Party, 1971), and most importantly, by Saviera Hollander (The Happy Hooker, 1974) and 
Erica Jong (Fear of Flying, 1974)” (345-6). 
5 In Hohmann’s thesis, she makes a survey of the novels written by women on the topic of masochism 
after Story of O: “ Valerie Martin, A Recent Martyr; Maria Madison, The Afternoon of a Woman of 
Leisure; Eve Howard, Shadow Lane and its sequels; Lyn Davenport, Tessa: The Beckoning Breeze, The 
Guardian, and Beating of the Wild Tattoo; Mara, Journal d’une femme soumise; Vanessa Druiè, The 
Ties That Bind; Sara Adamson [Laura Antoniou], the Marketplace trilogy and The Catalyst; Elissa 
Wald, Meeting the Master; Florence Dugas, Dolorosa soror; Frederika Fenollabbate, Virginitè; Briony 
Shelton, Sundancer; and Anne Rice, the Sleeping Beauty trilogy”(389-90). 
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the recent crop of female masochistic novels” including “those drawn from the rich 

lesbian leathersex corpus of the 1980s and 1990s” (392, 390).6  In the wake of Story 

of O, women authors “rediscovered” sadomasochism in their writings, some of which 

are like Story of O depicting the female submission fantasy, and the rest often “remake 

an abused masochist into a triumphant sadist”(Hohmann 391). 7   Due to its 

pioneering position in the modern female-authored erotica, the novel has established 

itself, as St. Jorre hailed, “a literary landmark”(St. Jorre 42).   

Story of O follows the erotic adventure of a young and beautiful fashion 

photographer, a woman named O, who is taken by her lover René to a gentlemen’s 

club in a chateau at Roissy.  During her stay at the chateau, she is systematically 

turned into a sexual slave through regular whippings, sexual assaults by club members, 

and long hours’ chained-up in dungeon-like rooms.  Forced to wear corsets, high 

heels, and an anal dildo, she is neither allowed to speak nor to look at those men in the 

face.  All this is done with her consent because of her love for René.  After a short 

period of time, she is given by René’s to his sadistic half-brother, Sir Stephen, a cool 

upper-class Englishman who is less gentle and more demanding than René.  His 

proclivities include flagellation and anal sex.  Later on, O is sent by Sir Stephen to a 

place called Samois, where O receives more intense training by a woman called 

Anne-Marie, and at the same time, in addition to her past experiences, O explores her 

lesbianism further with other women, especially with Anne-Marie.  In a climactic 

scene, in order to signify his ownership of O, Sir Stephen commands that O be 

branded on the buttocks with the letters “S. H.” and that her labia be pierced by 

                                                 
6 For example, “in Elizabeth Bennett’s The Afternoons of a Woman of Leisure, “the protagonist agree 
to work as a prostitute for a madam named ‘O’ at a brothel called ‘Roissy’; her first lover is a ‘Mr. 
Stephens’” (392).  For further examples, please see Hohmann, p. 392-93.   
7 Please see Hohmann, p. 390-92.  For example, in The New Story of O, written by anonymous author, 
a no-longer masochistic O terrorizes Paris as a vengeful businesswoman who wants “power to rule 
women, power to break men, power to wield the whip as well as to revel in its sting” (Hohman 391).    
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Anne-Marie.  From then on, she must wear labial rings affixed with Sir Stephen’s 

initials.  At the end of the story, led on a leach attached to her labia rings O is 

publicly displayed in a party, totally naked except an owl mask on her face.  She has 

become, as signified by the mask, a sexual animal.  In a “suppressed” final chapter, 

O is described as either brought back to Roissy, then abandoned by Sir Stephen there, 

or requesting her own death since Sir Stephen is about to leave her. 

     The novel is written in an elegant style, with intricate narration and description 

of O’s inner feelings, her clothes, the architecture and interior decoration of the places 

where she stays.  Each component is a special design for the story’s erotic aura, 

especially the costumes.  The novel takes the form of erotica, equipped with isolated 

chateaus, abundant sexual scenes, and a large variety of tortures with whips, 

riding-crops, branding-irons and so on.  Religious references also abound, and the 

story is permeated with mystical and sacrificial imagery.  These provide a 

counterpoint to the description of O’s relentless degradation.  With its controversial 

preface, written by the prominent French critic and well-known scholar Jean Paulhan, 

the novel immediately attracted the attention of Parisian literary society.  In 1955, 

nearly one year after its publication, the novel won a literary prize called “Priz 

Deux-Magots,” which as St. Jorre describes, “was generally awarded to new and 

unconventional books”(St. Jorre 47).  The prize confirmed the literary quality and 

originality of the book.  For a time it was widely read outside France for it was 

censored for a few years in France.  The book has been translated into dozens of 

languages; it was turned into a film in 1974 and many other versions afterwards.  

Compared with the fine quality of the writing of Story of O, its 

one-hundred-paged sequel—Return to the Chateau—is not as well known as its 

original, and is much more plain and straightforward, like an explanatory essay for its 

original.  Published in 1969 in Paris by Pauvert, the publisher of the complete works 
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of Marquis de Sade as well as Story of O, Return to the Chateau contains a disguised 

autobiographical preface by the author entitled “A Girl in Love,” in which Pauline 

Réage explains the origin of Story of O.  The sequel follows the journey of O’s return 

to the chateau Roissy.  The former private castle now becomes a profitable brothel in 

which O begins to earn money by working like a prostitute.  With Sir Stephen’s 

absence, O interacts with other girls and men under Anne-Marie’s headship, and she 

mediates more often on her masochistic role and on others’ as well.  The story ends 

with a mysterious murder incident: a man called Carl, who tries to take O away with 

him, is found dead.  While Sir Stephen seems involved in this accident and not to 

return, O is announced free by Anne-Marie: “You’re free now, O.  We can remove 

your irons, your collar, and bracelets, and even erase the brand….  But if you prefer, 

you can stay on here”(Return 100).   

As Réage puts it in her own words, “Story of O was pure dream, pure fantasy, 

Return to the Chateau was reality, with all its banality, harshness, and sordidness.  It 

was the other side of the dream”(St. Jorre 47-8).  Following Réage’s point of view, 

my thesis takes the sequel as an important supplement to Story of O.  In the sequel, 

the transformation of the Chateau Roissy from a private castle into a kind of public 

house may symbolize O’s awakening from a dream, in which she fantasizes the 

renunciation of herself for her love.  The reality is usually different from or even 

contrary to the dream.  While Story of O depicts O’s voluntary degradation, the 

sequel’s ending symbolizes that O regains her subjectivity, and has to decide her own 

future.  It tells that a total escape from oneself for her love can only exist in a dream.  

In reality, when her love is gone, what is left is still herself, her own future.  

While Story of O was hailed as “a literary landmark,” it was vehemently attacked 

for its sexual politics at the same time.  As Réage notes in an interview, “in some 

quarters” Story of O was considered one of “the most scandalous books ever 
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written”(Deforges 8).  In France, the Book Committee regarded it as a “vulgar” and 

“immoral” book, and tried to take legal action against the book.8  Critics also once 

commented “few works have a worse name among feminists than Pauline Réage’s 

notorious Story of O” and regarded the novel “a paradigm of everything the Woman’s 

Movement abhors”(Brown and Faery 189).  The subject of the story, which tells a 

woman’s voluntary submission to sadomasochistic brutalization and bondage, surely 

accounts for these severe criticisms to some degree, but most of the reason stems from 

the fact that it was written under a female pseudonym.  Jean Paulhan in his preface 

initiated the discussions on the gender and identity of the author.  He assumed the 

author was indeed a woman, but he claimed that he did not know who the author 

might be.  As Deforges points out, the author’s sex gave the book its “special 

‘diabolical’ aura”(Deforges 8).  Since the identity of the author had been a mystery, 

many feminists scathingly objected that Story of O was indeed a product of a woman’s 

mind.9  Though several men were suggested as possible authorial candidates10, they 

firmly denied it.  Later, it turned out that the real author is the French literary critic 

Dominique Aury, Paulhan’s long-term mistress.  She died on April 26 in 1998 at the 

age of 90.11  According to St. Jorre’s description, Aury had been “a journalist, and 

editor, a translator, a member of several literary-prize committees, and a prizewinner 

herself, and was awarded the Olegion d’Honour”; in short, “she is a highly skilled and 

much respected woman of letters”(St. Jorre 43).  Her lover had indeed been Jean 

Paulhan, who “was a writer, a critic, and an editor, and one of France’s intellectuals, 

and is also a member of the Académie Française”(St. Jorre 43).  It is to him that Aury 

                                                 
8 Deforges, p. 8-9. 
9 Brown and Faery, p.189-90, 
10 According to St. Jorre’s report, these male candidates are “André Marlraux, Henry de Montherlant, 
André Pieyre de Mandiargues, Raymond Queneau, Jean Paulhan himself, and even an American, 
Gorege Pimpton”(43). 
11 On May 3, 1998, New York Times reports Aury’s decease: “Dominique Aury, who wrote the erotic 
bestseller ‘Story of O’, died on April 26, French newspapers reported today.  She was 90”(52). 
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wrote Story of O as a love letter.  In her long autobiographic preface to Return to the 

Chateau entitled A Girl in Love, Réage/Aury describes that she wrote the original 

book—Story of O to re-flame the passion of her love:  “One day a girl in love said to 

the man she loved: ‘I could also write the kind of stories you like…’  ‘Do you really 

think so?’ he answered”(Return 1).  Later interviews with the author—Régine 

Deforges’ Confession of O in 1975 and St. Jorre’s “The Unmasking of O” in 

1994—both confirm this interesting explanation for the origin of Story of O:   

“For Story of O is a letter….  Story of O was written to seduce a man….  

Because you are always worried that [the love relationship between Aury and 

Paulhan] won’t last!  You’re always looking for ways to make it go on.”  

(Deforges 70)   

Because she knew he [Jean-Paulhan, her lover] was an admirer of the Marquis de 

Sade and had written a learned introduction to his work, she began to draw upon 

her own sexual fantasies, which, she said, had begun during her lonely 

adolescence.  The conjuncture of Paulhan’s tastes and her fantasies gave her the 

idea of writing something.  (St. Jorre 45) 

As these above interviews indicate, Story of O is not only an extended love letter but 

also a daring revelation of a woman’s sexual fantasy, especially a sadomasochistic one.  

So far as literary history was concerned, hardly any woman had written any 

significant erotica before.  That is why the author’s sex indeed made a difference.  

As Jane Mills, the editor of The Bloomsbury Guide to Erotic Literature, points out, 

“Story of O was infinitely more sadomasochistic than anything else a woman had 

done”(quoted. in Hohmann 342-3).12  Due to its female authorship, Story of O 

refigured textual erotica, especially sadomasochistic erotica, as woman’s domain.       

                                                 
12 Please refer to Jan Smith, “Pornography? There Just Isn’t Enough.” Guardian.  1994: T5. 
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However, this revolutionary innovation was not necessarily welcomed.  

Because the subject of the story tells a woman’s voluntary submission, mainstream 

feminists denounce it as perpetuating the stereotype of women’s inherently 

masochistic psychology.  They regard that a woman playing the role of the masochist 

reinforces the patriarchal gender hierarchy, and is “clearly an acceptance of the 

psychoanalytic precept that masochism is inherently feminine” (Hart 55).   

Moreover, sadomasochism between women, which is also depicted in Story of O, 

is another contentious theme.  Mainstream feminists guard the “female self” so 

zealously that they condemn sadomasochism in general, not to mention lesbian s/m.  

The anti-s/m arguments are generally intertwined with the protest against pornography.  

Susan Griffin in her Against Sadomasochism regards that the “pornographic culture’s 

denial of the female self” is “essentially” one of the “expressions of 

sadomasochism”(Griffin 188).  Like other anti-s/m feminists, she objects to 

sadomasochism in general for its rhetoric of “negation of the self” (Griffin 194).    

Thus, in her critical reading, the lesbian s/m in Story of O—“portrayed as acting 

cruelly toward another, pictured as torturing and punishing another woman’s 

body”—can only reflect “pornographic culture’s denial of the female self” (Griffin 

192).  According to such formulation, s/m, as well as pornography, is a misogynist 

practice and is aimed against the female self.  In general, anti-s/m feminists criticize 

s/m sexuality as “male-identified,” arguing that women who advocate or participate in 

such practices “internalize” the violent dominant hetero-patriarchal culture.  

Therefore, they contend: “lesbians should strive to purge themselves of their 

masochistic desires”(Hart 56).   

However, it will be difficult for these anti-s/m feminists to reconcile with the fact 

that Story of O is also found attractive to many women.  According to Arthur Efron’s 

report, the reactions of some women students studying the novel in a college course in 
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California in the 1970s are much more positive:  

“I found the book extremely erotic and O uncomfortable easy to identify with, 

perhaps because the book proceeds from a premise I find real: love often 

includes a degree of submission and enslavement.”  Another woman wrote: “I 

completely identified with the heroine.”  Another: “I was terrified by O’s 

condition and her willingness to comply with slavery, yet I was swept along with 

her and became O.”  These and several other women students, according to 

testimony by their instructor, Prof. Charles E. May, were all strong supporters of 

women’s rights in society.  (qtd. in Efron 83-4)13   

These women who find the novel attractive generally recognize the story as a sexual 

fantasy instead of a “true” story.   Aury/Réage the author also confirms that O is not 

flesh-and-blood:  

Nobody could stand being treated like that.  It is entirely fantastic.  (qtd. in St. 

Jorre 45)   

[T]he matter of physical violence—I could only fantasize about, never endure 

myself.  (qtd. in Deforges 78)   

Therefore, we have to bear in mind that O is essentially a fantastic creation.  In the 

case of Story of O, by seeing it as the product of its author’s fantasy, the masochism in 

O, however, retains a much-limited control over her male masters.  It is the author 

Dominique Aury who has control over her lover Paulhan by using the masochistic 

fantasy as a weapon to decoy her lover in reality.  As St. Jorre’s reports, “Story of O 

had the desired effect.  Her lover Paulhan loved it from the opening sentence and 

urged her on.  When it was finished, he asked her to let him find a publisher”(43).  

Here, we have to distinguish what a woman fantasizes from what she wants to be 

                                                 
13 Please refer to Charles May’s report: “Sex, Submission and Story of O: An Excerpt.”  Paunch 
48-49(1977): 103-05.  
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treated in reality.  For instance, a woman who fantasizes about rape does not mean 

she wants to be raped in reality.  Nancy Friday’s My Secret Garden, as a good 

example, fully illustrates and discusses women’s rape fantasy.  We know that our 

fantasies can often be more extreme than anything we would ever want to experience 

in reality.  Here in this masochistic fantasy what touches these women and me as 

well is that O is similar to every woman in love.  As Jessica Benjamin points out, 

this fantasy “flows beneath the surface of ‘normal’ adult love”(1983, 281).  By 

describing love as something fascinating or terrifying, beyond or contrary to the daily 

life, Story of O dramatizes the fact that “love often includes a degree of submission 

and enslavement” of women.     

More importantly, the s/m fantasy between women in the story accounts for 

speaking out a hidden part of female sexuality.  Aury/Réage claims such 

revolutionary innovation in Confession of O: 

O brings a whole erotic universe into light….  All those untold generations of 

women who out of decency or fear or modesty have failed to speak out without 

exception have a secret universe of the mind that though unexpressed in still 

there, one that is not necessarily O’s—in fact, O’s may well make them shake 

their heads in horror—but is nonetheless a reality.  Till now they have held their 

tongues, but that time is past: from now on they’ll speak out.  (qtd. in Deforges 

146) 

O’s sadomasochistic relationships with men may shock anyone of us, but O and other 

women in the story pioneer the lesbian sadomasochism.  In fact, Story of O portrays 

an alternative female sexual fantasy, that is, a lesbian sadomasochistic fantasy with 

sensual and pleasurable scenes.   

This thesis aims to make a critical reading of female masochism in Story of O 

and its sequel.  I will argue that Story of O is not “clearly an acceptance” of the 
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traditional gender dichotomy, which regards women as masochists by nature as some 

feminists argued.  Instead, the story serves to “expose” the structure of patriarchal 

oppression that condemns women to masochism in the name of biological 

determinism and love.  I do not read O as the stereotyped female sex object—a 

passive victim who possesses no personal consciousness.  Her resistance is vividly 

illustrated, and her feelings have some modulation and are intricately described in the 

story.  The story depicts O’s different reactions to different people, notable to René, 

to Sir Stephen, to Jacqueline, and to Anne-Marie.  By drawing a comparison between 

her heterosexual and homosexual relationships, I will argue that though influenced by 

the dominant hetero-patriarchal model, O’s lesbianism and s/m practices with other 

women offer a challenging alternative sexuality, which subverts the heterosexual 

gender dichotomy.   

First of all, in chapter One, I will make a historical survey of the term “female 

masochism” in order to have a better understanding of the female masochism in Story 

of O and its sequel.  Following the line of psychoanalytic tradition14, I will illustrate 

the historical development of the concept of female masochism by dividing those 

theorists into three groups—Krafft-Ebing, Sigmund Freud, and Helene Deutsch, who 

see female masochism as a “natural” trait of womanhood, Karen Horney, Paula 

Caplan, and Jessica Benjamin, who argue female masochism as a social construct, and 

Gilles Deleuze, and modern lesbian s/m theorists such as Pat Califia and Gayle Rubin, 

beyond the essential/social-construct binary, who empower the masochist and see 

sadomasochism as a role-playing game and regard masochism as “a supplement to 

‘normal’ sexuality that increases the pleasure and variety of one’s 

                                                 
14 I choose these major theorists partially by taking those critical articles for references: Nick 
Mansfield’s Masochism: the Art of Power, Bill Thompson’s Sadomasochism: Painful Perversion or 
Pleasurable Play?, Lynn Chancer’s Sadomasochism in Everydaylife, and Heidi M. Schlipphacke’s 
dissertation.  
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experience”(Hohmann 375-6). 

By following these construction theories, the hypothesis I propose in my chapter 

Two is that O’s masochism when she is with René and Sir Stephen is a social 

construct of hetero-patriarchal discipline.  The main setting studied here will be 

Roissy.  Through textual analysis, I will elucidate how these men in the story 

manipulate O into a masochistic role in the name of biological determinism and 

romantic love.  The manifestations of patriarchal discipline in the story will be 

studied in detail.  Then by pointing out the moments when O protests against 

patriarchal discipline, I will prove that masochism is not, as Krafft-Ebing, Freud and 

Deutsch assumed, a natural trait of being a woman.   

     In order to find a way out of the patriarchal oppressive model, in my chapter 

Three, I will explore a generally neglected arena of O’s lesbianism and her s/m 

practices with other women in the story.  The settings studied here will be Samois 

and the Roissy in the sequel.  Following Deleuze’s and modern lesbian s/m theories, 

I will illustrate that though in some way highly influenced by the heterosexual model, 

O’s lesbianism and her s/m practices with other women transcend and challenge the 

heterosexual gender dichotomy.  In addition, through the interactions between O and 

other women in the story, O begins to regain her sexual subjectivity and finally 

regains her autonomy in the end of Return to the Chateau.   The women in the story 

help us to see through the polymorphous personality of the female, and more 

importantly, they manifest an alternative depth of female sexualities.   

 
 


